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Lessons About Plutonium Fuel

• The world’s only commercial use of plutonium 

fuel has been as MOX in thermal reactors, so 

we studied all such production and use.

• Most of the lessons apply to any potential 

recycling of plutonium into fresh fuel, including 

with pyro-processing and fast reactors, as 

South Korea is exploring.





www.Pu4Energy.com





Decline of Commercial MOX

for Thermal Reactors

Key:

✘= Ended
↘= Phasing out

✔= Ongoing

Country Produce 

MOX?

Use

MOX?

Belgium ✘ ✘

France ✔ ✔

Germany ✘ ↘

Japan ✔

Netherlands ↘

Switzerland ✘

UK ✘



Root Cause:
Health Threat of Plutonium
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Plutonium Fuel Costs Many 

Times More than LEU Fuel

• Japan: Currently pays 9 times as much for imported 

MOX fuel as LEU fuel.

 Domestic production of MOX fuel would cost 12 

times the price of LEU fuel, says JAEC.

• The other countries have paid 3 to 6 times as much 

for MOX fuel as LEU fuel.



Closed Fuel Cycle is Less 

Popular than Nuclear Energy

• Switzerland

• Belgium

• Japan

• Germany



Security Risks

• Reactor-grade plutonium of any

isotopic mix can make reliable 

nuclear weapons.

• Vulnerabilities:

Shipments of fresh MOX fuel 

and PuO2.

Fresh MOX fuel at power plants.



Japan’s 47 Tonnes of Pu

JAEC’s plan to expand MOX use would 

significantly increase:

• Pu stockpile in Japan

• Cost of electricity

• Safety and security risks



Rx for Japan’s Pu

• 22 tonnes in UK: Pay UK to take 

ownership.

• 10 tonnes in Japan: Use 2t as MOX, 

dispose of 8t as waste.

• 15 tonnes in France: Disposition as 

combo of MOX and waste.
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